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Cosmology with the Lyman-α forest:
challenges and opportunities

Andreu Font-Ribera  
STFC Ernest Rutherford Fellow at University College London
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Large scale structure

The distribution of matter in the Universe tells us about:
• Accelerated expansion of the Universe / dark energy
• Tests of general relativity on cosmological scales
• Initial conditions of the Universe / inflation
• Particle physical properties of dark matter 
• Mass and number of neutrino species

However, most of the matter in the Universe is in the form 
of dark matter and we need indirect tracers to study it
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BOSS Lyα forest
160k spectra
2.0 < z < 3.5

BOSS galaxies
1.3M spectra 
0.2 < z <  0.7

Overdensity
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Outline

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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To study the expansion we want to measure the 
distance to different redshifts

Standard candle
(Supernovae)

known luminosity

measure flux
+

distance

Standard ruler
(BAO)

known size

measure apparent size
+

distance

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech
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CMB temperature 
fluctuations (Planck)

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
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VI. COSMOLOGY
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where the comoving distance is
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and the dimensional curvature is K = �⌦k(c/H0)
�2

Luminosity distance

DL(z) = DM (z) (1 + z) (44)

Angular diameter distance
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VII. BAO
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!⌫ = 6.45 ⇥ 10�4 excluding them. The e↵ect of finite
neutrino temperature at z = 0 is a very small 10�4 rela-
tive e↵ect. The adopted values are close to the minimum
value allowed by neutrino oscillation experiments.

We consider a variety of models for the evolution of
the energy density or equation-of-state parameter w =
p
de

/⇢
de

. Table I summarizes the primary models dis-
cussed in the paper, though we consider some additional
special cases in Section VI. ⇤CDM represents a flat uni-
verse with a cosmological constant (w = �1). o⇤CDM
extends this model to allow non-zero ⌦k. wCDM adopts
a flat universe and constant w, and owCDM generalizes
to non-zero ⌦k. w

0

waCDM and ow
0

waCDM allow w(a)
to evolve linearly with a(t), w(a) = w

0

+wa(1�a). Poly-
CDM adopts a quadratic polynomial form for ⇢

de

(a) and
allows non-zero space curvature, to provide a highly flex-
ible description of the e↵ects of dark energy at low red-
shift. Finally, Slow Roll Dark Energy is an example of
a one-parameter evolving-w model, based on a quadratic
dark energy potential.

We focus in this paper on parameter constraints and
model tests from measurements of cosmic distances and
expansion rates, though we consider comparisons to
measurements of low-redshift matter clustering in Sec-
tion VII. In this framework, the crucial roles of CMB
anisotropy measurements are to constrain the parame-
ters (mainly !m and !b) that determine the BAO scale
and to determine the angular diameter distance to the
redshift of recombination. For most of our analyses, this
approach allows us to use a highly compressed summary
of CMB constraints, discussed in Section IIC below, and
to compute parameter constraints with a simple and fast
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) code that com-
putes expansion rates and distances from the Friedmann
equation. The code is publicly available with data used
in this paper at http://some.path/to/code. [DW: Re-
member to make this!]

B. BAO data

The BAO data in this work are summarized in Table
II and more extensively discussed below.

The robustness of BAO measurements arises from the
fact that a sharp feature in the correlation function (or
an oscillatory feature in the power spectrum) cannot be
readily mimicked by systematics, whether observational
or astrophysical, as these should be agnostic about the
BAO scale and hence smooth over the relevant part of
the correlation function (or power spectrum). In most
current analyses, the BAO scale is determined by adopt-
ing a fiducial cosmological model that translates angular
and redshift separations to comoving distances but allow-
ing the location of the BAO feature itself to shift relative
to the fiducial model expectation. One then determines
the likelihood of obtaining the observed two-point corre-
lation function or power spectrum as a function of the
BAO o↵sets, while marginalizing over nuisance param-

eters. These nuisance parameters characterize “broad-
band” physical or observational e↵ects that smoothly
change the shape or amplitude of the underlying correla-
tion function or power spectrum, such as scale-dependent
bias of galaxies or the LyaF, or distortions caused by
continuum fitting or variations in star-galaxy separation.
In an isotropic fit, the measurement is encoded in the
↵ parameter, the ratio of the measured BAO scale to
that predicted by the fiducial model. In an anisotropic
analysis, one separately constrains ↵? and ↵k, the ratios
perpendicular and parallel to the line of sight. In real
surveys the errors on ↵? and ↵k are significantly cor-
related for a given redshift slice, but they are typically
uncorrelated across di↵erent redshift slices. While the
values of ↵ are referred to a specified fiducial model, the
corresponding physical BAO scales are insensitive to the
choice of fiducial model within a reasonable range.

The BAO scale is set by the radius of the sound horizon
at the drag epoch zd when photons and baryons decouple,

rd =

Z 1

zd

cs(z)

H(z)
dz , (9)

where the sound speed in the photon-baryon fluid is

cs(z) = 3�1/2c
⇥
1 + 3

4

⇢b(z)/⇢�(z)
⇤�1/2

. A precise pre-
diction of the BAO signal requires a full Boltzmann code
computation, but for reasonable variations about a fidu-
cial model the ratio of BAO scales is given by the ratio of
rd values computed from the integral (9). Thus, a mea-
surement of ↵? from clustering at redshift z constrains
the ratio of the comoving angular diameter distance to
the sound horizon:

DM (z)/rd = ↵?DM,fid(z)/rd,fid . (10)

A measurement of ↵k constrains the Hubble parameter
H(z), which we convert to the distance-like quantity

DH(z) = cz/H(z), (11)

with

DH(z)/rd = ↵kDH,fid(z)/rd,fid . (12)

An isotropic BAO analysis measures some e↵ective com-
bination of these two distances. If redshift-space distor-
tions are weak, which is a good approximation for lu-
minous galaxy surveys after reconstruction but not for
the LyaF, then the constrained quantity is the volume
averaged distance

DV (z) =
⇥
D2

M (z)DH(z)
⇤
1/3

, (13)

with

DV (z)/rd = ↵DV,fid(z)/rd,fid. (14)

There are di↵erent conventions in use for defining rd,
which di↵er at the 1-2% level, but ratios of rd for di↵erent
cosmologies are independent of the convention provided

Sound horizon at recombination (from Planck): 
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Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

We measure BAO scale along the line of sight in BOSS : 

4

Cross power specrum

X(k) = hf(k) q(k)i = PFQ(k)

Quasar variance

CQQ = 2Q2
= 2 (PQQ +NQ)

2

Forest variance

CFF = 2F 2
= 2 (PFF +NF )

2

Cross variance

CXX = X2
+ F Q = P 2

FQ + (PFF +NF ) (PQQ +NQ)

Are they independent?

CXF = 2FX = 2 (PFF +NF )PFQ

Approximations :

PQQ(k) << NQ(k)

PFF (k) << NF (k)
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= P 2
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s
2X2
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<< 1

V. BAO

�vBAO =
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1 + z

H(z) (35)

�✓BAO =
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1 + z

1

DA(z)
(36)

[1] P. McDonald and D. J. Eisenstein, Phys. Rev. D 76, 063009 (2007), arXiv:astro-ph/0607122.

[2] M. McQuinn and M. White, Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 415, 2257 (2011), 1102.1752.
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We measure BAO scale in the transverse direction in BOSS : 
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H0

[1] P. McDonald and D. J. Eisenstein, Phys. Rev. D 76, 063009 (2007), arXiv:astro-ph/0607122.

[2] M. McQuinn and M. White, Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 415, 2257 (2011), 1102.1752.

We learn about the expansion!

Sound horizon at recombination (from Planck): 
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• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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SDSS Telescope (2.5m)
Apache Point Observatory
(Cloudcroft, New Mexico)

2 optical spectrographs
Mid resolution (R~2000)
1000 spectra at a time

BOSS

10.000 sq. deg.   (1/4 sky)
1.3M galaxies (0.2 < z < 0.7)
160k quasar (2.1 < z < 3.5)
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BOSS Galaxies
z = 0.57

Planck Temperature
z = 1100

BOSS Galaxies
z = 0.57

Oscillations clearly seen in CMB, but also in clustering of galaxies

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
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The Lyman-α forest

Figure from William C. Keel

z=3.56z=2.95
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The Lyman-α forest

Credits: Andrew Pontzen
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The Lyman-α forest

fq(�) = Cq(�)Fq(�)

� = �↵(1 + z)

Observed flux Transmitted fraction

Quasar continuum

Absorption redshift Observed wavelength

LyaF wavelength (121.6 nm)

�F (x) =
F (x)� F̄

F̄
Flux fluctuations in pixels trace the density 

along the line of sight to the quasar

N.G. Busca et al.: BAO in the Lyα forest of BOSS quasars

(section 4). This early freezing of procedures resulted in some
that are suboptimal but which will be improved in future analy-
ses. We note, however, that the procedures used to extract cos-
mological information (section 5) were decided on only after
de-masking the data.
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Method 1
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Fig. 3. An example of a BOSS quasar spectrum of redshift
3.239. The red and blue lines cover the forest region used here,
104.5 < λrf < 118.0. This region is sandwiched between the
quasar’s Lyβ and Lyα emission lines respectively at 435 and
515 nm. The blue line is an estimate of the continuum (unab-
sorbed flux) by method 2 and the red line is the estimate of the
product of the continuum and the mean absorption by method 1.

3.1. Continuum fits, method 1

Both methods for estimating the productCqF assume that Cq is,
to first approximation, proportional to a universal quasar spec-
trum that is a function of rest-frame wavelength, λrf = λ/(1+ zq)
(for quasar redshift zq), multiplied by a mean transmission frac-
tion that slowly varies with absorber redshift. Following this as-
sumption, the universal spectrum is found by stacking the ap-
propriately normalized spectra of quasars in our sample, thus
averaging out the fluctuating Lyα absorption. The product CqF
for individual quasars is then derived from the universal spec-
trum by normalizing it to account for the quasar’s mean forest
flux and then modifying its slope to account for spectral-index
diversity and/or photo-spectroscopic miscalibration.

Method 1 estimates directly the product CqF in equation 2.
An example is given by the red line in figure 3. The estimate is
made by modeling each spectrum as

CqF = aq
(

λ

⟨λ⟩

)bq
f (λrf , z) (6)

where aq is a normalization, bq a “deformation parameter”, and
⟨λ⟩ is the mean wavelength in the forest for the quasar q and
f (λrf , z) is the mean normalized flux obtained by stacking spectra
in bins of width ∆z = 0.1:

f (λrf , z) =
∑

q
wq fq(λ)/ f 128

q /
∑

q
wq . (7)

Here z is the redshift of the absorption line at observed wave-
length λ (z = λ/λLyα − 1), fq is the observed flux of quasar q

at wavelength λ and f 128
q is the average of the flux of quasar

q for 127.5 < λrf < 128.5 nm. The weight wq(λ) is given by
w−1
q = 1/[ivar(λ) · ( f 128

q )2] + σ2
f lux, LSS. The quantity ivar is the

pipeline estimate of the inverse flux variance in the pixel corre-
sponding to wavelength λ. The quantity σ2

f lux, LSS is the contri-
bution to the variance in the flux due to the LSS. We approxi-
mate it by its value at the typical redshift of the survey, z ∼ 2.3:
σ2
f lux, LSS ∼ 0.035 (section 3.3).

Figure 4 shows the resulting mean δi as a function of ob-
served wavelength. The mean fluctuates about zero with up to
2% deviations with correlated features that include the H and K
lines of singly ionised calcium (presumably originataing from
some combination of solar neighborhood, interstellar medium
and the Milky Way halo absorption) and features related to
Balmer lines. These Balmer features are a by-product of imper-
fect masking of Balmer absorption lines in F-star spectroscopic
standards, which are used to produce calibration vectors (in the
conversion of CCD counts to flux) for DR9 quasars. Therefore
such Balmer artifacts are constant for all fibers in a plate fed
to one of the two spectrographs and so they are approximately
constant for every ’half-plate’.

If unsubtracted, the artifacts in figure 4 would lead to spuri-
ous correlations, especially between pairs of pixels with separa-
tions that are purely transverse to the line of sight. We have made
a global correction by subtracting the quantity ⟨δ⟩(λ) in figure 4
(un-smoothed) from individual measurements of δ. This is justi-
fied if the variance of the artifacts from half-plate-to-half-plate is
sufficiently small, as half-plate-wide deviations from our global
correction could, in principle add spurious correlations.

We have investigated this variance both by measuring the
Balmer artifacts in the calibration vectors themselves and by
studying continuum regions of all available quasars in the DR9
sample. Both studies yield no detection of excess variance aris-
ing from these artifacts, but do provide upper limits. The study
of the calibration vectors indicate that the square-root of the vari-
ance is less than 20% of the mean Balmer artifact deviations and
the study of quasar spectra indicate that the square-root of the
variance is less than 100% of the mean Balmer artifacts (and
less than 50% of the mean calcium line deviations).

We then performed Monte Carlo simulations by adding a
random sampling of our measured artifacts to our data to con-
firm that our global correction is adequate. We found that there
is no significant effect on the determination of the BAO peak po-
sition, even if the variations are as large as that allowed in our
tests.

3.2. Continuum fits, method 2

Method 1 would be especially appropriate if the fluxes had a
Gaussian distribution about the mean absorbed flux, CqF. Since
this is not the case, we have developed method 2 which explicitly
uses the probability distribution function for the transmitted flux
fraction F, P(F, z), where 0 < F < 1. We use the P(F, z) that
results from the log-normal model used to generate mock data
(see appendix A).

Using P(F, z), we can construct for each BOSS quasar the
PDF of the flux in pixel i, fi, by assuming a continuum Cq(λi)
and convolving with the pixel noise, σi:

Pi( fi,Cq(λi), zi) ∝
∫ 1

0
dFP(F, zi) exp

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

−(CqF − fi)2

2σ2
i

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (8)

5

Quasar Continuum
x Mean Flux
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BOSS Lyman-α BAO

Gas
Quasar

Quasar

r

Gas

Gas

Quasar

Quasar

r

Two independent ways of measuring the BAO scale

Delubac et al. (2015) Font-Ribera et al. (2014)
Bautista et al. (2017) du Mas des Bourboux (2017)

 —— DR11 ——
 —— DR12 ——
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∆z

1 + z
=

∆λ

λ
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∆χ =
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H(z)
=
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H(z)(1 + z)
(5.2)

1Å ∼ 70 km s−1 ∼ 0.7h−1 Mpc (5.3)

∆χ = dA(z)(1 + z)∆θ (5.4)

1 deg ∼ 70h−1 Mpc (5.5)

6 Conclusions

We detect cross-correlations on very large separations, well described by linear theory. Re-
sults consistent with quasar clustering ([12]) and Lyα clustering ([13]), we get even better
constraints on bias parameters.

Future studies will focus on radiation and small scales cross-correlations (proximity
effect).

Comment the strength of LyaF-QSO cross-correlations for cosmological studies.
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Lyα auto-correlation Lyα-quasar cross-correlation
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Lya auto-BAO

Julian Bautista 
(Moved from Utah 

to Portsmouth)

Bautista et al (2017)
BAO from DR12 Lyα 

auto-correlation
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QSO-Lya cross-BAO

Helion du Mas des Bourboux
(Moved from Saclay to Utah)

dMdB et al. (2017) BAO 
from DR12 QSO x Lyα
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Dark Energy is now 
detected from 

BAO data alone  

In a flat ΛCDM model
BAO
Planck

Combined BOSS BAO
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BAO and the H0 tension

Riess et al. (2016)

Addison et al. (2017)

Planck + LCDM predicts value of 
H0 lower than that from local 
expansion (Riess et al. 2016)

BAO + LCDM constraint 
Ωm and H0 rs

(sound horizon, size of ruler)

With BBN prior on Ωb we 
can break degeneracy and 

measure H0 from BAO
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BOSS Lyman-α BAO
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Outline

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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Mayall 4m Telescope
Kitt Peak (Tucson, AZ)

Readout  
& Control

• 5000 fibers in robotic actuators
• 10 fiber cable bundles
• 3.2 deg. field of view optics

• 10 spectrographs  

Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

Scheduled to start in 2019

Increase BOSS dataset by an 
order of magnitude
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Mayall 4m Telescope
Kitt Peak (Tucson, AZ)

Readout  
& Control

• 5000 fibers in robotic actuators
• 10 fiber cable bundles
• 3.2 deg. field of view optics

• 10 spectrographs  

Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

Scheduled to start in 2019

Increase BOSS dataset by an 
order of magnitude

Lens in cell,  UCL, March 2018
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DESI projections (Font-Ribera++ 2014b)

27
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Outline

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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DESI Lyman-α forest

White paper on BAO systematics
Led by: Nicolas Busca (LPNHE), Andreu Font-Ribera (UCL), Julien Guy (LBNL) and Anže Slosar (BNL)

4 type of simulations needed

9 astrophysics systematics

7 instrumental systematics

6 analysis systematics

Translating now into cosmological simulations requirements

Lessons learned from BOSS/eBOSS. Need to be ready for DESI!

DESI Ly-α mocks
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DESI Lyα mocks with CoLoRe

Mock realisations of the survey are extremely valuable:
• Test analysis pipeline: continuum fitting, covariance matrix
• Test potential systematics: metals, DLAs, sky residuals
• Forecast survey performance: help vs depth?

All Lyα BAO analyses in BOSS used mocks using an 
algorithm developed in Font-Ribera et al. (2012)

… but they do not have correlated quasars

DESI needs mocks with correct cross-correlation with quasars!
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DESI Lyα mocks with CoLoRe

James Farr
(PhD @ UCL)

CoLoRe: Cosmological Lognormal Realizations
• Developed by David Alonso (Oxford) for LSST
• Galaxy clustering, cosmic shear, intensity mapping…
• We have adapted it to also generate Lyα skewers

How does it work?
• Define a (really) large box covering all sky to z=4
• Generate a random Gaussian field using linear density P(k)
• Generate light-cone with linear growth
• Lognormal transformation + Poisson sampling to get halos 
• Extract density and velocity towards each halo

Performance:
• MPI parallelised: can generate 81923 using 256 nodes at NERSC
• Cell sizes still too large, we need to add extra uncorrelated power
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DESI Lyα mocks with CoLoRe

James Farr
(PhD @ UCL)

Work in progress:
• Model smoothing
• Add RSD
• Extra power
• Add contaminants

Noiseless DESI
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Outline

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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Small scale clustering

Lyman-α forest offers a 
unique window to study 

small scale clustering

Combined with CMB, it 
allows us to study:

• shape of primordial P(k)
• dark matter properties
• neutrino mass
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Snowmass report (2014)

Massive neutrinos are 
hot dark matter, do not 
cluster on small scales

Comparing the power 
on large and small scales 

we can constraint 
neutrino masses

Best constraints from 
Planck + BOSS Lyα
Σmν < 0.12 eV (95%)

(Palanque-Delabrouille++ 2015)

Small scale clustering
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Small scale clustering

Flux correlations
 (P1D or P3D)

Quasar
spectra Estimator

Density 
power spectrum

Hydrodynamical 
simulations Likelihood

Cosmo params
(neutrino mass)

Planck (+ others)

MCMC
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Small scale clustering

Flux correlations
 (P1D or P3D)

Quasar
spectra Estimator

Density 
power spectrum

Hydrodynamical 
simulations Likelihood

Cosmo params
(neutrino mass)

Planck (+ others)

MCMC
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Estimators: 1D P(k)

1D correlations, one skewer at a time (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013)

Line of sight (1D) wavenumber ~ 2 h/Mpc~ 0.1 h/Mpc
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Measurement from 40 mock realisations of BOSS

Estimators: 3D P(k)
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Small scale clustering

Flux correlations
 (P1D or P3D)

Quasar
spectra Estimator

Density 
power spectrum

Hydrodynamical 
simulations Likelihood

Cosmo params
(neutrino mass)

Planck (+ others)

MCMC
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Hydro simulations of Lyα

Chris Pedersen
(PhD @ UCL)

New program at UCL to measure neutrino mass from Lyα 
• MP-Gadget,  by Yu Feng (Berkeley) & Simeon Bird (Riverside)
• Study effect of neutrinos on Lyα, and its degeneracies 
• First proposal submitted to DiRAC (UK supercomputer)

Why is the Lyα forest 
a good tracer of the 
linear density field? 

Power at z=2.5
(Rogers et al. 2018)
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Hydro simulations of Lyα

First project: why is the Lyα forest a good tracer of the linear density field? 

Generate simulations with 
features in linear power
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Information is lost in the 
density power spectrum due to 
non-linearities (mode-coupling)

43

Hydro simulations of Lyα

First project: why is the Lyα forest a good tracer of the linear density field? 

Generate simulations with 
features in linear power
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Hydro simulations of Lyα

First project: why is the Lyα forest a good tracer of the linear density field? 

Information is lost in the 
density power spectrum due to 
non-linearities (mode-coupling)

Generate simulations with 
features in linear power
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Lyα 3D power is less 
affected by non-linearities

45

Hydro simulations of Lyα

First project: why is the Lyα forest a good tracer of the linear density field? 

Information is lost in the 
density power spectrum due to 
non-linearities (mode-coupling)

Generate simulations with 
features in linear power
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Hydro simulations of Lyα

First project: why is the Lyα forest a good tracer of the linear density field? 

Lyα is a better tracer of initial conditions than density!

Density Lyα
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Outline

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

• Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)

• The Lyman-α forest (Lyα)

• Lyα BAO results from BOSS 

• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

• DESI Challenges: systematics

• DESI Opportunities: small scale clustering

• After-DESI (2025) 
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After-DESI (2025)

• Galaxy surveys running out of sky: DESI cosmic variance limited to z < 1.4 
• Not the case for Ly-α surveys: errors limited by density of lines of sight 
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Figure 1. Corrected version of Figure 5 in McQuinn & White
(2011), where only the dashed curves have changed from the orig-
inal. The original caption follows: n̄eff as a function of m1A

AB for
a Lyα forest survey that uses either galaxies or quasars. These
curves assume mlim

AB = m1A
AB, where mlim

AB is the survey limiting
magnitude. The solid curves show n̄eff for quasars at z = 2, 3, and
4 (from top to bottom). The dashed curves show this quantity for
galaxies at z = 2, 3, and 4 (from left to right). Here, n̄eff is cal-
culated at k∥ = 0.1 Mpc−1, but its k∥ dependence is extremely
weak.

where [ !PQE
F ]last iteration was dropped in McQuinn & White

(2011). The power spectrum estimate requires iterating this
estimator.

Section 4.2, on cross correlating Lyα surveys with galaxy
surveys, following eqn. 35: In the phrase, “Even though the
S/N in the cross correlation is then a factor of ≈ 10 below
the S/N in the Lyα forest auto correlation”, the instances
of “S/N” should be replaced with “(S/N)2”.

Bottom Panel, Figure B1 in the Appendix: The curve that
represents the “2 DLA” correlations for the standard model
is really the thin blue dashed curve rather than the thick
red dashed curve, contrary to what is specified in the figure
annotations and in the caption. Conversely, the curve that
represents the “cross” term in the model that only includes
absorbers with NHI > 1020 cm−2 is really the thick red
dashed curve rather than the thin blue dashed curve.
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(2011), where only the dashed curves have changed from the orig-
inal. The original caption follows: n̄eff as a function of m1A

AB for
a Lyα forest survey that uses either galaxies or quasars. These
curves assume mlim

AB = m1A
AB, where mlim

AB is the survey limiting
magnitude. The solid curves show n̄eff for quasars at z = 2, 3, and
4 (from top to bottom). The dashed curves show this quantity for
galaxies at z = 2, 3, and 4 (from left to right). Here, n̄eff is cal-
culated at k∥ = 0.1 Mpc−1, but its k∥ dependence is extremely
weak.

where [ !PQE
F ]last iteration was dropped in McQuinn & White

(2011). The power spectrum estimate requires iterating this
estimator.

Section 4.2, on cross correlating Lyα surveys with galaxy
surveys, following eqn. 35: In the phrase, “Even though the
S/N in the cross correlation is then a factor of ≈ 10 below
the S/N in the Lyα forest auto correlation”, the instances
of “S/N” should be replaced with “(S/N)2”.

Bottom Panel, Figure B1 in the Appendix: The curve that
represents the “2 DLA” correlations for the standard model
is really the thin blue dashed curve rather than the thick
red dashed curve, contrary to what is specified in the figure
annotations and in the caption. Conversely, the curve that
represents the “cross” term in the model that only includes
absorbers with NHI > 1020 cm−2 is really the thick red
dashed curve rather than the thin blue dashed curve.
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z=4 (LBG)z=3 (LBG)z=2 (LBG)

• Quasars are rare, but we can also use galaxies as backlight (see CLAMATO)
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After-DESI (2025)
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of “S/N” should be replaced with “(S/N)2”.
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BOSS DESI

Lyman-α science is just 
starting!

• Still possible an order of 
magnitude increase

• LSST will solve target 
selection by 2025

• Complementary to WFIRST, 
Euclid and CMB-S4

• Galaxy surveys running out of sky: DESI cosmic variance limited to z < 1.4 
• Not the case for Ly-α surveys: errors limited by density of lines of sight 
• Quasars are rare, but we can also use galaxies as backlight (see CLAMATO)
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Summary

• Co-chaired DESI Lya working group (2017-)
• Algorithm to measure Lyα power on all scales (Font-Ribera++ 2018)
• Transform theoretical models to reach sub-percent precision

Essential development for DESI (2017-2020)    

Bright future: DESI (2020-2025) …and more!    

• Sub-percent measurement of expansion over cosmic time
• Detect effect of neutrino mass 
• Best constraints on small scale primordial power spectrum
• Combination with WFIRST, Euclid, LSST and CMB-S4

• Co-chaired BOSS Lya working group (2012-2017)
• Novel method to generate mock Lya surveys (Font-Ribera++2012a)
• Pioneered Lya-QSO cross-correlation (Font-Ribera++ 2012b,2013)
• First BAO in correlations of different tracers (Font-Ribera++2014a)

Data analysis for BOSS (2009-2017)    



Extra slides
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Estimators: 1D P(k)

 mixes several 3D modes into a single 
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Forecasts

53

Shot noise

Cosmic variance

Just like galaxies, the forest is a tracer of the density field
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Contamination by high column densities

Pontzen et al. (2008)

High column density absorbers and the Lyman-alpha forest 3

Table 1. The neutral hydrogen (Hi) column density limits [N(Hi)min,N(Hi)max] that define the categories of absorbing systems used in this work. The columns
on the right show the percentage of spectra (at each redshift z that is considered) in our (106.5 Mpc)3 simulation box (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Nelson et al.
2015, Illustris-1) where the highest-density system belongs to a given category.

Absorber category N(Hi)min N(Hi)max % of spectra in (106.5 Mpc)3 simulation at
[atoms cm�2] z = 2.00 z = 2.44 z = 3.01 z = 3.49 z = 4.43

Lyman-alpha forest 0 1.6 ⇥ 1017 77.7 69.6 57.4 45.7 22.0
LLS 1.6 ⇥ 1017 1 ⇥ 1019 10.6 14.9 21.8 27.0 36.6

Sub-DLA 1 ⇥ 1019 2 ⇥ 1020 5.9 8.1 11.4 14.3 20.1
Small DLA 2 ⇥ 1020 1 ⇥ 1021 3.1 4.1 5.5 7.8 12.8
Large DLA 1 ⇥ 1021

1 2.7 3.3 3.9 5.2 8.5

space increases with the column density of the absorbing system.
High column density absorbers are then usually classified as either
damped Lyman-alpha absorbers (DLAs), whose damping wings
are considered significantly broadened and which correspond to
N(Hi) > 2 ⇥ 1020 atoms cm�2 (Wolfe et al. 1986); or Lyman-limit
systems (LLS), which correspond to column densities in the range
2 ⇥ 1020 atoms cm�2 > N(Hi) > 1.6 ⇥ 1017 atoms cm�2.

In this work, we aim to investigate the e↵ect of high column
density absorbers (and especially their damping wings) on the one-
dimensional Lyman-alpha forest flux power spectrum, as a function
of their column density (and redshift). We therefore use a more re-
fined classification of high column density absorbers based on their
column densities, in particular accounting for the fact that higher
density LLS do have wide damping wings. Table 1 shows the col-
umn density limits that define our categories, as well as the per-
centage of simulated spectra (see § 3.1) where the highest-density
system is a given type and hence is the main contaminant. The
overall percentage of spectra contaminated by high column den-
sity absorbers (LLS, sub-DLAs, small and large DLAs) increases
with redshift because the Hi CDDF increases at higher densities at
higher redshifts, but always there are more LLS than DLAs.

3 METHOD

We first outline the method we have used and then explain the steps
in more detail in the following subsections (§ 3.1 to 3.3).

(1) We use a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the
Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Nelson et al. 2015) and
generate mock spectra on a grid (562 500 in total, each at a velocity
resolution of 25 km s�1 and with a typical length of ' 8 000 km s�1).
We repeat this for a number of redshift slices at which the Lyman-
alpha forest is observed (z = [2.00, 2.44, 3.01, 3.49, 4.43]). (See
§ 3.1.)

(2) For each redshift slice, we separate the spectra according to
the highest column density system within that spectrum using the
absorber categories defined in Table 1. For each absorber category
(and the total set of spectra), we measure the one-dimensional (1D)
flux power spectrum (i. e., along the line of sight, integrating over
transverse directions) using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). (See
§ 3.2.)

(3) We then measure the (multiplicative) bias of the flux power
spectra from each category relative to the 1D flux power spectrum
of the Lyman-alpha forest, as a function of absorber type (i. e., max-
imum column density) and redshift (see § 3.3). We fit parametric
models to these bias measurements and provide these templates in
§ 6.

3.1 Hydrodynamical simulations and mock spectra

Our main results make use of snapshots from the highest-resolution
(in terms of both dark matter particles and hydrodynamical cells)
cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the Illustris project
(Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Nelson et al. 2015, Illustris-12). The
simulation adopts the following cosmological parameters: ⌦m =

0.2726, ⌦⇤ = 0.7274, ⌦b = 0.0456, �8 = 0.809, ns =

0.963 and H0 = 100 h km s�1 Mpc�1, where h = 0.704 (Vo-
gelsberger et al. 2014a). The box has a volume in comoving
units of (106.5 Mpc)3 and we consider snapshots at redshifts z =
[2.00, 2.44, 3.01, 3.49, 4.43].

The Illustris simulations use the moving mesh code AREPO
(Springel 2010). The galaxy formation physics implemented is of
relevance to dense regions of neutral hydrogen gas, and therefore
we describe it briefly here. The subgrid models include prescrip-
tions for supernova (Springel & Hernquist 2003; Vogelsberger et al.
2013) and active galactic nuclei (AGN) (Springel et al. 2005; Si-
jacki et al. 2007) feedback (Bird et al. 2014 showed that the proper-
ties of DLAs are quite insensitive to the details of AGN feedback);
radiative cooling; star formation and metal enrichment of gas. Self-
shielding is implemented as a correction to the photoionization rate,
which is a function of hydrogen density and gas temperature. The
potential ionising e↵ect of local stellar radiation within the most
dense absorbers (i. e., large DLAs) (e. g., Fumagalli et al. 2011)
is neglected. Pontzen et al. (2010) found this e↵ect to be negligi-
ble and accurate calculations in any case require physics on par-
sec scales, well below the resolution of the simulation (it can then
be viewed as part of the unresolved physics included in the above
feedback prescriptions). More details of these models are given in
Vogelsberger et al. (2013); Bird et al. (2014). Gravitational interac-
tions are computed using the TreePM approach (Springel 2005).

We require that these simulations accurately reproduce the
necessary statistics of high column density absorbers that are ob-
served in surveys. As a means of quantifying this, we can first con-
sider the CDDF of neutral hydrogen over relevant column densi-
ties (N(Hi) > 1.6 ⇥ 1017 atoms cm�2). Vogelsberger et al. (2014b)
make a comparison of the CDDF as produced by Illustris cen-
tered at z = 3 to the distribution observed in a number of surveys
[Prochaska et al. (2010) for LLS; Zafar et al. (2013) for sub-DLAs;
Noterdaeme et al. (2009) for DLAs]. In particular, the distributions
are consistent with the feature in the CDDF around the DLA thresh-
old, where the distribution rises, being reproduced well (the results
of Bird et al. 2017 from SDSS-III DR12 spectra are also consistent
for DLAs). Bird et al. (2014) showed that the AREPO code with the

2 The simulation we use is publically available at http://www.
illustris-project.org/data.
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Lyman Limit System (LLS) are self-shielded against UV radiation

Damped Lyman-α (DLA) systems have Lorentzian tail

BOSS DR9 Lyα Forest Sample 9

Fig. 7.— The spectrum of a Lyα forest sightline with a DLA at
zdla = 2.477, with a neutral hydrogen column density log10 NHI =
21.19. The red spectrum shows the same spectrum after applying
the steps described in § 4.3: the central equivalent width W (Equa-
tion 4) of the DLA has been masked, while remaining pixels have
been corrected for damping wings (Equation 5). For clarity, both
spectra have been smoothed with a 3-pixel mean boxcar function.

are used to refine the redshift. The second automated
method, described in Carithers et al. (2012), is based on
a Fisher Discriminant (Fisher 1936) machine-learning al-
gorithm. After an initial screening that identifies spectral
regions that are consistent with zero flux density and in-
consistent with the continuum, a fit to a Voigt profile
is performed. The errors and chi-squares from the fit,
along with the initial screening probability, are passed to
a Fisher Discriminant that has been trained on the visual
identification DLA sample. Metal lines, when present,
are used by this method as well to refine the DLA red-
shift.
Any DLA recognition algorithm must balance the re-

quirements for efficiency and purity, and the most se-
vere challenge is in the regime of low SNR and low col-
umn density. Each of the three methods has strengths
and weaknesses in this regard. To retain both high effi-
ciency and high purity, we define a concordance catalog
(Carithers et al. 2012) consisting of all DLAs found by at
least two of the three methods (in practice, the majority
are found by all three techniques). In those cases where
a DLA is found by both the template and FDA methods,
the average of the two redshifts and column densities is
used. Both these methods have been tested on the same
set of mock spectra (Font-Ribera et al. 2012) that have
DLAs artificially inserted; both yield detection efficien-
cies of > 95% for DLAs with log10 NHI > 20.3 in spectra
with continuum-to-noise ratios36 of CNR > 2 per pixel.
For each DLA within this concordance catalog, we

mask the wavelength region corresponding to the equiv-
alent width (Draine 2011):

W ≈ λα

!

e2

mec2
NHIfαλα

"

γαλα

c

#$1/2

, (4)

where λα = 1216 Å is the rest-frame wavelength of the
hydrogen Lyα transition, e is the electron charge, me
is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, NHI is the

36 Where the continuum is, in this case, defined separately within
each algorithm; see Noterdaeme et al. (2012) and Carithers et al.
(2012) for details.

H I column density of the DLA, fα is the Lyα oscillator
strength, and γα is the sum of the Einstein A coefficients
for the transition. Pixels that are masked due to DLAs
are flagged by maskbit 3 in our combined mask.
Beyond this region, we correct for the damping wings

of the DLA by multiplying each pixel in the spectrum
with exp(τwing(∆λ)), where

τwing(∆λ) =
e2

mec3
γαλα

4π
fαNHIλα

"

λ

∆λ

#2

(5)

and ∆λ ≡ λ − λα is the wavelength separation in the
DLA restframe. Each of the spectra in our sample in-
cludes a vector, DLA_CORR, that stores the damping wing
corrections ϵdla ≡ exp(τwing); this is set to unity in spec-
tra without intervening DLAs. This correction vector
should be multiplied into the flux and noise vectors; al-
ternatively, users might opt to make more stringent cuts
based on the value of the damping wing corrections. Fig-
ure 7 shows a DLA in our sample, along with the masks
and corrections that we have applied to correct for it.
The Z_DLA and LOG_NHI fields in our catalog (Table 3)

lists the DLA absorber redshift and base-10 logarithm of
the neutral hydrogen column density (in cm−2), respec-
tively, for each spectrum in our sample. Both fields are
set to −1 in spectra where no DLAs are detected.

4.4. Quasar Continua

In any Lyα forest analysis, the transmitted Lyα flux
must be extracted by dividing the observed flux by an
estimate for the intrinsic quasar continuum. This is a
non-trivial step even in high-SNR spectra. Traditionally,
power-law extrapolation from λrest > 1216 Å has been
used to estimate the quasar continuum in noisy spectra
(e.g. Press et al. 1993). However, this technique is now
known to be unreliable due to a break in the quasar con-
tinuum at λrest ≈ 1200Å (Telfer et al. 2002). Moreover,
the uncertain blue-end spectrophotometry in BOSS (see
§ 5.1) makes continuum extrapolations highly unreliable.
It is thus necessary to use the information in the Lyα for-
est itself to estimate the continuum.
For each BOSS DR9 quasar spectrum that satisfies our

selection criteria in § 3, we provide a continuum estimate
using a modified version of the mean-flux regulated prin-
cipal component analysis (MF-PCA) technique described
in Lee et al. (2012). This is technique essentially a two-
step process: an initial PCA fit to the λrest > 1216 Å
region of the quasar spectrum to predict the shape of
the Lyα forest continuum, followed by a ‘mean-flux reg-
ulation’ step to ensure that the continuum amplitude is
consistent with published constraints on the Lyα forest
mean-flux, ⟨F ⟩(z).

4.4.1. PCA Fitting

The first step in our continuum estimation process is
to fit PCA templates to the quasar spectrum redwards
of its Lyα emission line, in the λrest = 1216− 1600 Å.
However, since intervening metal absorption in that

region might bias our continuum fit, we first execute a
procedure to identify and mask these absorbers prior to
fitting the continuum. For this purpose, we follow the
procedure described in Lundgren et al. (2009). First, we
define a pseudo-continuum by using a variation of a mov-
ing mean that robustly fits both the quasar emission lines

Black = original
Red = correctedIn BOSS we identified/masked the largest DLAs, 

but smaller systems where hidden in the noise
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Pure Ly-α model

Consider absorption is caused by two tracers (Font-Ribera et al. 2012)

4 K. K. Rogers et al.

Figure 2. FVoigt
HCD (k

||

, z) (see Eq. (3)) evaluated for the Hi CDDF ( f (N(Hi), z))
as measured in our simulation box (Illustris-1; Vogelsberger et al. 2014b) at
z = 2.44. The units of N(Hi) are atoms cm�2.

of HCD absorbers which only manifest along the line-of-sight:

FVoigt
HCD (k

||

, z) =
Z N(Hi)max

N(Hi)min

dN(Hi) f (N(Hi), z)V(k
||

,N(Hi)). (3)

Here, V(k
||

,N(Hi)) is the Fourier transform of the HCD absorbers’
wing profiles as they manifest in the flux fluctuation field and
f (N(Hi), z) is the column density distribution function (CDDF).
The model we consider in this study uses the profile of HCD ab-
sorbers, which is a Voigt function in optical depth (see e. g., Ap-
pendix A of Rogers et al. 2018 for the full expression), the convo-
lution of a Gaussian profile (caused by Doppler broadening) and
a Lorentzian profile (caused by natural or collisional broadening).
Fig. 2 shows the shape of FVoigt

HCD (k
||

, z) for some representative val-
ues of [N(Hi)min,N(Hi)max]. It shows that HCD absorbers of lower
column density, which have narrower wings, have their e↵ect on
the power spectrum on smaller scales. We will also consider the ap-
proximation made by the BOSS Collaboration (Bautista et al. 2017;
du Mas des Bourboux et al. 2017) where the absorption profiles of
HCD absorbers are modelled as top-hat filters [“BOSS model”]:

FBOSS
HCD (k

||

, z) =
sin(LHCDk

||

)
LHCDk

||

, (4)

where LHCD is a free parameter setting the e↵ective width of these
filters.

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2) (and additionally remember-
ing the cross-correlation between the Lyman-alpha forest and HCD
absorber fields), the 3D flux power spectrum for the Lyman-alpha
forest contaminated by a set of HCD absorbers is given as:

P3D
Contaminated(|k|, µ, z) = P3D

Linear(|k|, z)

[b̃2
ForestDNL(|k|, µ) + 2b̃Forestb̃HCD + b̃2

HCD],
(5)

where b̃Forest = bForest(1 + �Forestµ2) and b̃HCD = bHCD(1 +
�HCDµ2)FHCD(k

||

, z). If there was uncertainty in the CDDF of a given
sample of spectra, it will be preferable to sub-divide the column
density integrals evaluated in the calculation of FHCD in Eq. (3) and
allow for extra terms in Eq. (5), with bias parameters (b̃HCD,i) for

the N categories of HCD absorbers:

P3D
Contaminated(|k|, µ, z) = P3D

Linear(|k|, z)
2
666664b̃

2
ForestDNL(|k|, µ)

+

NX

i=1

0
BBBBBB@2b̃Forestb̃HCD,i +

NX

j=1

b̃HCD,ib̃HCD, j

1
CCCCCCA

3
7777775 .

(6)

We mention also two possible additions that could be made to
this model. First, the model in Eq. (5) does not consider any non-
linear evolution in the clustering of HCD absorbers2. Second, as
noted in Font-Ribera & Miralda-Escudé (2012), in the two-point
function of the total contaminated flux, there will arise three- and
four-point functions of the Lyman-alpha forest and HCD absorber
fluctuations. This is because the forest and HCD absorption terms
are multiplied: hFTotali(1 + �Total) = hFForesti(1 + �Forest)hFHCDi(1 +
�HCD), where FHCD is the flux transmitted by HCD absorbers and
�HCD = FHCD/hFHCDi � 1. It follows that in the total flux power
spectrum (Eq. (5)), there will be three- and four-point correla-
tions involving �Forest and �HCD. The model presented in Eq. (5)
only accounts for the leading two-point correlations; Font-Ribera
& Miralda-Escudé (2012), however, found that the three-point
term h�Forest(x1)�HCD(x1)�Forest(x2)i is an important term on smaller
scales (separations r < 40 Mpc h�1). We discuss the possible impact
of this additional term in § 5.

3 METHOD

We first outline the method we have used and then explain the steps
in more detail in the following subsections (§ 3.1 to 3.4).

(1) We use a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the
Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Nelson et al. 2015)
and generate mock spectra on a grid (562,500 in total, each at
a velocity resolution of 10 km s�1 and with a typical length of
⇠ 8, 000 km s�1). We calculate these at two redshift slices (z =
[2.44, 3.49]). (See § 3.1)

(2) The mock spectra we generate contain absorption from the
Lyman-alpha forest and HCD absorbers. For our analysis, it is use-
ful to have a set of spectra containing only the Lyman-alpha forest
(still forming a regular grid to allow the use of fast Fourier trans-
forms; FFTs). To achieve this, we replace spectra contaminated by
HCD absorbers by a nearby spectrum containing only the forest.
Furthermore, we are able to construct boxes of spectra containing
only the Lyman-alpha forest and a particular category of HCD ab-
sorber (i. e., restricted to a particular column density interval) by
replacing back the original spectra containing only that category of
contamination. The details of this HCD “dodging” procedure are
explained in § 3.2.

(3) For each box of spectra that we generate, we measure the
three-dimensional (3D) flux power spectrum using an FFT. (See
§ 3.3.)

(4) Using these measurements of 3D flux power spectra, we fit
the proposed model [Eq. (5)] using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method. (See § 3.4 and Appendix B.)

2 Indeed, the full “BOSS model” as used by Bautista et al. (2017); du Mas
des Bourboux et al. (2017) multiplies the last two terms in Eq. (5) by DNL,
the non-linear function calibrated by simulations of the Lyman-alpha forest
only. We do not in the first instance include this correction to the linear
Voigt model.
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Model used in BOSS DR12: top-hat absorption
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Figure 2. FVoigt
HCD (k

||

, z) (see Eq. (3)) evaluated for the Hi CDDF ( f (N(Hi), z))
as measured in our simulation box (Illustris-1; Vogelsberger et al. 2014b) at
z = 2.44. The units of N(Hi) are atoms cm�2.

of HCD absorbers which only manifest along the line-of-sight:

FVoigt
HCD (k

||

, z) =
Z N(Hi)max

N(Hi)min

dN(Hi) f (N(Hi), z)V(k
||

,N(Hi)). (3)

Here, V(k
||

,N(Hi)) is the Fourier transform of the HCD absorbers’
wing profiles as they manifest in the flux fluctuation field and
f (N(Hi), z) is the column density distribution function (CDDF).
The model we consider in this study uses the profile of HCD ab-
sorbers, which is a Voigt function in optical depth (see e. g., Ap-
pendix A of Rogers et al. 2018 for the full expression), the convo-
lution of a Gaussian profile (caused by Doppler broadening) and
a Lorentzian profile (caused by natural or collisional broadening).
Fig. 2 shows the shape of FVoigt

HCD (k
||

, z) for some representative val-
ues of [N(Hi)min,N(Hi)max]. It shows that HCD absorbers of lower
column density, which have narrower wings, have their e↵ect on
the power spectrum on smaller scales. We will also consider the ap-
proximation made by the BOSS Collaboration (Bautista et al. 2017;
du Mas des Bourboux et al. 2017) where the absorption profiles of
HCD absorbers are modelled as top-hat filters [“BOSS model”]:

FBOSS
HCD (k

||

, z) =
sin(LHCDk

||

)
LHCDk

||

, (4)

where LHCD is a free parameter setting the e↵ective width of these
filters.

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2) (and additionally remember-
ing the cross-correlation between the Lyman-alpha forest and HCD
absorber fields), the 3D flux power spectrum for the Lyman-alpha
forest contaminated by a set of HCD absorbers is given as:

P3D
Contaminated(|k|, µ, z) = P3D

Linear(|k|, z)

[b̃2
ForestDNL(|k|, µ) + 2b̃Forestb̃HCD + b̃2

HCD],
(5)

where b̃Forest = bForest(1 + �Forestµ2) and b̃HCD = bHCD(1 +
�HCDµ2)FHCD(k

||

, z). If there was uncertainty in the CDDF of a given
sample of spectra, it will be preferable to sub-divide the column
density integrals evaluated in the calculation of FHCD in Eq. (3) and
allow for extra terms in Eq. (5), with bias parameters (b̃HCD,i) for

the N categories of HCD absorbers:

P3D
Contaminated(|k|, µ, z) = P3D

Linear(|k|, z)
2
666664b̃

2
ForestDNL(|k|, µ)

+

NX

i=1

0
BBBBBB@2b̃Forestb̃HCD,i +

NX

j=1

b̃HCD,ib̃HCD, j

1
CCCCCCA

3
7777775 .

(6)

We mention also two possible additions that could be made to
this model. First, the model in Eq. (5) does not consider any non-
linear evolution in the clustering of HCD absorbers2. Second, as
noted in Font-Ribera & Miralda-Escudé (2012), in the two-point
function of the total contaminated flux, there will arise three- and
four-point functions of the Lyman-alpha forest and HCD absorber
fluctuations. This is because the forest and HCD absorption terms
are multiplied: hFTotali(1 + �Total) = hFForesti(1 + �Forest)hFHCDi(1 +
�HCD), where FHCD is the flux transmitted by HCD absorbers and
�HCD = FHCD/hFHCDi � 1. It follows that in the total flux power
spectrum (Eq. (5)), there will be three- and four-point correla-
tions involving �Forest and �HCD. The model presented in Eq. (5)
only accounts for the leading two-point correlations; Font-Ribera
& Miralda-Escudé (2012), however, found that the three-point
term h�Forest(x1)�HCD(x1)�Forest(x2)i is an important term on smaller
scales (separations r < 40 Mpc h�1). We discuss the possible impact
of this additional term in § 5.

3 METHOD

We first outline the method we have used and then explain the steps
in more detail in the following subsections (§ 3.1 to 3.4).

(1) We use a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the
Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Nelson et al. 2015)
and generate mock spectra on a grid (562,500 in total, each at
a velocity resolution of 10 km s�1 and with a typical length of
⇠ 8, 000 km s�1). We calculate these at two redshift slices (z =
[2.44, 3.49]). (See § 3.1)

(2) The mock spectra we generate contain absorption from the
Lyman-alpha forest and HCD absorbers. For our analysis, it is use-
ful to have a set of spectra containing only the Lyman-alpha forest
(still forming a regular grid to allow the use of fast Fourier trans-
forms; FFTs). To achieve this, we replace spectra contaminated by
HCD absorbers by a nearby spectrum containing only the forest.
Furthermore, we are able to construct boxes of spectra containing
only the Lyman-alpha forest and a particular category of HCD ab-
sorber (i. e., restricted to a particular column density interval) by
replacing back the original spectra containing only that category of
contamination. The details of this HCD “dodging” procedure are
explained in § 3.2.

(3) For each box of spectra that we generate, we measure the
three-dimensional (3D) flux power spectrum using an FFT. (See
§ 3.3.)

(4) Using these measurements of 3D flux power spectra, we fit
the proposed model [Eq. (5)] using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method. (See § 3.4 and Appendix B.)

2 Indeed, the full “BOSS model” as used by Bautista et al. (2017); du Mas
des Bourboux et al. (2017) multiplies the last two terms in Eq. (5) by DNL,
the non-linear function calibrated by simulations of the Lyman-alpha forest
only. We do not in the first instance include this correction to the linear
Voigt model.
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Rogers et al. (2018): use FT of Voigt profile
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